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A B S T R A C T

Light trapping is particularly important because of the desire to produce low-cost solar cells with the thinnest
possible photoactive layers. Herein, along the research line of ‘‘optimization→fabrication→characterization→
application’’, concave arrays were incorporated into amorphous silicon thin-film solar cell for lifting its pho-
toelectric conversion efficiency. In advance, based on rigorous coupled wave analysis method, optics simulations
were performed to obtain the optimal period of 10 μm for concave arrays. Microfabrication processes were used
to etch concave arrays on glass, and nanoimprint was devoted to transfer the pattern onto polymer coatings with a
high fidelity. Spectral characterizations prove that the concave-arrays coating enjoys excellent the light-trapping
behaviors, by reducing the reflectance to 7.4% from 8.6% of bare glass and simultaneously allowing a high
haze ratio of ∼ 70% in 350–800 nm. Compared with bare cell, the concave-arrays coating based amorphous
silicon thin-film solar cell possesses the improving photovoltaic performances. Relative enhancements are 3.46%
and 3.57% in short circuit current and photoelectric conversion efficiency, respectively. By the way, this light-
trapping coating is facile, low-cost and large-scale, and can be straightforward introduced in other ready-made
solar devices.

1. Introduction

Due to the inherent high absorption coefficient and unique low-
temperature production technique, the amorphous silicon (a-Si: H) thin-
film solar cell is one of the most promising candidates for the new low-
cost solar cells [1]. However, two major light losses seriously restrict
its photoelectric conversion efficiency [2,3]. One is the interfacial re-
flection which originally derives from the refractive-index discontinuity
of media [4]. Commonly, in order to reduce the reflection, nano-
scale roughening of contact is extensively realized into the interface
between transparent conductive oxide (TCO) and amorphous silicon
layer [2]. Yet even so, primary reflectance of more than 4% at the
air/glass interface and 2% at the glass/TCO interface still exist, and are
unavailable for solar cells to generate hole–electron pairs [5]. Other is
the incomplete light absorption due to the thinnest possible photoactive
layer. In contrast with more than 350 μm of photoactive layer in
crystalline silicon solar cells, less than 500 nm of that in a-Si: H thin-film
cells is really insufficient to achieve a high capture of incident light,
especially of light with energy close to bandgap. To minimize these
losses, light trapping is very critical, and expected to be tackled by two
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perspectives, reducing the external reflection and increasing the internal
light absorption. Surface texturing is a widely researched approach for
contributing to such two perspectives simultaneously. Typically as pyra-
mids on crystalline silicon solar cells [6–8], geometric structures have
attracted significant interest in trapping light for thin-film solar cell [9].
Geometric scheme allows the multiple rebounds of the full-spectrum
light to manipulate light trapping, and can be successfully fabricated
via photolithography, chemical wet or dry etching processes. It is worth
noting that most of thin-film solar cells are deposited on glass and
use the glass as optical entrance. Although the directly patterned glass
can obviously boost light trapping performance [10], it is tedious and
small-scale by using photolithography patterning methods. Thus, more
facile and industrial-scale fabrication methods are urgently required to
apply light-trapping schemes for practical uses in photovoltaic industry.
Nanoimprint is one promising technique with lots of advantages of
high throughput, low cost, high fidelity and so on [11]. It defined as
a parallel patterning method in which a surface pattern of a stamp is
replicated into a material coated on a hard substrate by mechanical
contact [12,13]. In the engineering point, imprinting of a polymer
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of simulation cell.

coating with suitable optical and physical properties is easy to realize
on thin-film solar devices.

Based on nanoimprint, hosts of natural structures have been repli-
cated to design covers of light trapping systems, such as foliage [14],
moth eye and cicada wing [15]. Recently, the random square based
pyramidal textures with micrometric scale were imprinted on the
air/glass interface of thin film silicon solar cells, resulting a summed
current gain above 5% [16]. Waveguide theory predicts that periodic
structures outperform random textures for light trapping, as they avoid
scattering into lossy radiation channels [17]. In previous study, concave
arrays have been successfully prepared on glass using a microfabri-
cation process and feature sizes have been accurately controlled by
changing the HF etching time or the period of lithography mask [18].
Inspired by the replication of random pyramids onto solar cells, periodic
concave arrays are likewise expected to incorporate onto the optical
window of thin-film solar cells for lifting the photoelectric conversion
efficiency. Moreover, they have advantages of large scale, low cost, high
performance and so on. Therefore, along the line of ‘‘optimization →

fabrication → characterization → application’’, micron-scale concave
arrays were systematically investigated in this paper for light trapping in
the a-Si: H thin-film solar cell. Based on rigorous coupled wave analysis
method, optics simulations were performed to find the optimal period
of concave arrays. Microfabrication processes were used to prepare
concave arrays on glass. Nanoimprint was devoted to transfer the
pattern onto the surface coating. Reflectance and haze ratio spectra
were recorded to investigate the light-trapping properties. Finally, the
concave-arrays coating was incorporated into the a-Si: H thin-film solar
cell to confirm the efficiency enhancement by current–voltage curves
and external quantum efficiency spectra.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Simulation for optimization

Based on the rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) method, three-
dimensional (3D) optics simulations were carried on by using the
RSOFT photonic design software. More details of RCWA method can be
found in Refs. [19,20]. In our models, we took the structure as perfect
hemispheric concave square arrays in convenience for simulation. We
assumed the incident light passes through the air/glass interface only
once. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the area of simulation unit is 𝑃 ×𝑃 , where
𝑃 is the period of arrays. The diameter (𝐷) of concave is equal to

√

2𝑃 .
Perfectly matched layers (PML) and periodic boundary condition were
used in perpendicular and horizontal direction, respectively. One plane
wave in 350–800 nm was used as the normal-incidence light source.
Simulated data of reflectance, total transmittance and the transmittance
of the zero-order diffracted beam were obtained.

Fig. 2. Simulated reflectance (a) and scattering efficiency (b) spectra of concave
arrays with different periods under an assumption that light passes through the
air/glass interface only once.

2.2. Fabrication of concave arrays

Concave arrays were fabricated on glass by photolithography and
wet-etching process. Firstly, glass wafer was successively cleaned by
acetone and alcohol, and then boiled in Piranha solution at 180 ◦C for 1
h, to remove all residues. Then, the seed layer of Cr/Cu (30/170 nm) was
deposited on glass by sputtering, followed by spin-coating a photoresist
(AZ P4330) layer at 1000 rpm for 30 s. Under UV light exposure for 40 s
and development in the AZ 400K developer for 45 s, square hole arrays
formed on the photoresist layer. Regions of the Cr/Cu layer without
photoresist coverage were subsequently knocked away by reactive ion
etching process. After removing the photoresist layer in acetone, glass
wafer with the patterned Cr/Cu layer was dipped into HF (15 wt. %)
solution under a slight shaking for 200 s at 25 ◦C. Cleaning the Cr/Cu
layer off in the mixture of H2O, HClO4 and Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6 with weight
ratio of 85: 6: 9, concave arrays appeared on the glass wafer, named as
‘glass mold’.

2.3. Nanoimprint for pattern transfer

Soft stamp was accurately produced in an inverse manner by pouring
a mixture of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, SYLGARD184, Dow Corning)
pre-polymer and its curing agent (10:1 by weight) onto the glass mold.
After squeezing bubbles out in a vacuum, it was cured for 4 h at 70 ◦C in
an oven before careful separation. The polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA,
10 wt. %) in CHCl3 solution was spin-coated onto the glass substrate
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